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FDOT’S SR 82 ROAD WIDENING PROJECT
CONSTRUCTS STATE’S FIRST CONTINUOUS
FLOW INTERSECTION IN LEE COUNTY
The first Continuous Flow Intersection (CFI) in Florida is being
constructed in Lee County as part of FDOT’s SR 82 Road Widening
Project. The CFI, at the intersection of SR 82 at Daniels Parkway and
Gunnery Road, will include multiple signals to reduce turning delays.
The existing left turn lanes directly at the intersection will be removed
and drivers will be required to make a left turn well in advance of the
intersection. A traffic light will guide drivers safely to a separated turn
lane leading to the intersection where they can then make a left without
having to cross oncoming traffic. Drivers who are going straight will
no longer have to wait for motorists as they are turning. CFI’s are
safe, efficient, and will ease traffic congestion at this heavily congested
intersection.

FDOT’S SR 82
CONTINUOUS FLOW INTERSECTION VIDEO

A NOTE FROM L.K.
HEY THERE EVERYONE!
I have been out for three weeks visiting family in India. I want to
take the opportunity to thank the Directors, Leadership Forum and
all of you for letting me have this necessary time off.
In this article, I am going to focus on the importance of a
positive culture. The benefits of a positive workplace culture grow
exponentially over time. Relationships between employees improve
with a positive culture fostering more collaboration and team spirit.
It is easier to deal with stressful situations when a workplace is filled
with a positive environment. I am sure you would agree positive
emotion or energy is as contagious as is the negative. Let’s avoid
those thoughts which lead to negativity and focus on the positives we have in our life.
I am a strong believer that positive emotions flourish when leadership is focused on building a kinder,
encouraging and engaged environment. Our Roadmap to Success is built to encourage such atmosphere.
Some of the key things your leadership are focusing on to create that positive culture are below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engage in positive and respectful interactions.
Show gratitude and appreciation by thanking you.
Celebrate wins – we should look for ways to celebrate whether it’s an employee birthday, 			
recognizing a milestone or achieving a goal.
Allow open communication without fear of retaliation to hear other’s opinions, ideas and solutions.
Communicate often to keep you in the loop with frequent updates.
Provide regular constructive feedback and not limit it to performance review time.
Create clear goals so you know that your work is making a difference.
Foster collaboration and diversity so we can best use our strengths, welcome different
		
perspectives, ideas and opinions to find the best solution.

Leadership sets the tone for a culture. However, everyone contributes to how the culture is shaped as it
is created by the folks who are part of it. So, how are you contributing? Are you coming to work with a
positive or negative attitude? Do you treat your fellow employees with respect? Do you engage in gossip
that fosters negative culture or focus on avoiding such behavior?
I would like everyone to think about it and understand that all of us have the responsibility to develop this
culture. Let’s work together to continue to foster a positive culture in District One.
Have fun while working, because we spend much of our day at work.
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SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS
THE ANNUAL SASHTO (SOUTHEASTERN ASSOCIATION OF STATE HIGHWAY
AND TRANSPORTATION OFFICIALS) SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS WERE
RECENTLY ANNOUNCED AND HONORED. THEY ARE:

FAITH ROSE LEE

Graduated from McKeel Academy of Technology on May 24th and
will attend the University of Central Florida. She plans on studying
hospitality management and wants to build a long term career at
Walt Disney World managing resorts.
Faith’s father is Joseph Lee in our District Materials Office.

ASHLEY JADE ROYCE

Currently attending the University of Florida where she is studying
biology. She plans on attending medical school and wants to be a
practicing physician with an interest in neonatology.
Ashley’s mother is Michelle Royce from our Heartland Operations
Center.

CARL RILEY T. SIMPRON

Currently attending the University of Florida where he is studying computer
engineering. He plans on combining programming with electric concepts
to ultimately create and program robots. Carl’s career objective is quantum
computing and physics and/or robotics and machine learning.
Carl’s father is Chris Simpron in our Intermodal Systems Development
Office.

EMILY ROSE HUTCHINSON

Graduated from Winter Haven High School on May 22nd and will attend
New College in Sarasota. She plans on studying marine biology and plans a
career in maritime environment conservation and protection.
Emily’s father is David Hutchinson in our Right of Way Office.

WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK THIS YEAR’S SASHTO
VOLUNTEERS FOR THEIR TIME AND EFFORT.
•
•
•
•

Kim Cocking, Financial Services Office
Jennifer McKinney, Project Management Office
Katherine Chinault, Traffic Operations Office
Teresa Puckett, Bartow Materials, not pictured but part of Committee

DISTRICT ONE WINNERS OF THE 2018
PRUDENTIAL PRODUCTIVITY AWARDS!
Since 1989, the Prudential Productivity Awards Program has publicly recognized and rewarded
state employees and work units whose work significantly and measurably increases productivity and
promotes innovation to improve the delivery of state services and save money for Florida taxpayers
and businesses.

Cash Winners:
Bartow Operations Center: Mark Barnes
Fort Myers Operations Center: Mark Prescott and Charles Smith

Plaque Winner:
Heartland Operations Center: Martin Vargas and Francisco Pantoja

OPERATION PEDS

PEDESTRIAN EDUCATION AND DEVELOPING SAFETY
On April 10, 2018, the Florida Highway Patrol, held Operation P.E.D.S. (Pedestrian Education and Developing Safety) on
State Road 78 between Old 41 and Pondella Road from 8 AM till 10 AM. The purpose of this detail was to decrease the
amount of injuries and deaths through a series of highly concentrated education and enforcement details in areas prone to
pedestrian and bicyclist involved crashes.
Troopers passed out educational flyers, installed bicycle lights/reflectors and provided reflective vest, wristbands and other
safety material to those in need. Troopers also stopped numerous vehicles for not properly stopping before turning right at
red traffic signals.
TOTAL CONTACTS:
•
•
•

37 Pedestrian educational encounters
14 Bicycle lights installed
26 Improper stop warnings to motorist

On June 10, 2018, the Florida Highway Patrol Operation P.E.D.S. (Pedestrian Education and Developing Safety) was held
again along State Road 78 from Pondella Road to Old 41, North Fort Myers from 8 AM to 10 AM.
In 2017, there were over 245 pedestrian and bicycle crashes involving 200 injuries and 18 fatalities in Lee County. The
following roadways were found to have the high pedestrian and bicyclist crashes - U.S. 41, Palm Beach Boulevard, Lee
Boulevard and Estero Boulevard. District One and FHP will continue to focus on these and other high crash corridors.
PEDESTRIAN SAFETY TIPS:

Use Designated Walking Areas such as sidewalks and crosswalks whenever possible. Pay attention to walk signals and
keep a safe distance when standing on street corners.

Be Sure to Be Seen being mindful of blind spots when walking near a vehicle. Assume the driver does not see you.
Proceed with Caution when crossing intersections and streets.
Stand Out wear bright/reflective clothing, especially when walking in the dark. Carry a flashlight too, for added protection.
SHARING THE ROAD:
Every driver of a vehicle must exercise due care to avoid colliding with any pedestrian or bicycle. The driver of a vehicle at an
intersection that has a traffic control signal / device must stop at the marked stop line or, if none, before entering crosswalk.

CHRISTMAS IN JAPAN!
SHARED BY JOSEPH REBEL

SOMETIMES YOU JUST NEED QUIET
Having an open work environment is great for promoting collaboration and communication needed for team
dynamics. However, there are still times when you need time away from distractions and disruptions. You could
be an introvert needing a break or an extrovert looking for a place to focus.
Either way, the District is happy to announce the Innovator’s team has implemented an idea to meet this need.

The idea was submitted by David Jones, his idea was “… to have a secluded area to get emails, TRC grades, or
other work done with minimal interruptions.” So that is what the Innovator’s team has done. Now on the 3rd floor
of the District Headquarters building you have a Quiet Room equipped with everything you need to escape your
colleagues and focus on assignments. The room has a desk, computer, dry erase board, supplies, and all the silence
you would need.
To use the room simply schedule the room through Outlook (D1-HQ, Quiet Room).
￼

SUBMIT YOUR IDEAS HERE!

BROUGHT TO YOU BY YOUR
DISTRICT INNOVATORS TEAM!

Rebecca and Austin Milam
Rebecca Milam (previously Rebecca Cason) who works in the Project
Management office got married to Austin Milam on April 28th. They just
returned from a fantastic honeymoon to the Exumas, a small island chain off
the Bahamas. Rebecca says the island is absolutely beautiful and she really
enjoyed “swimming with the pigs”, a popular excursion in that area. Rebecca
is the daughter of Sondra Cason of Facilities Management and Richard Cason
of Right-of-Way.

FROM SAFETY & HEALTH MANAGER
MARIANA SCHMIDT
BE PREPARED TO PREVENT THE RISK.
When it comes to safety it is all about continuous improvement and zero injuries and incidents WITHOUT having
to learn by suffering the consequences. We know that with each hurricane that passes through Florida and impacts
our counties, we have become better at preparation because we have suffered. With our safety, let’s not suffer.
Unlike hurricanes, we can prevent injuries and incidents so let’s prepare our mind and heart by caring, accepting,
believing, and practicing these principles:
•
•
•
•

All injuries are preventable.
Perform a job only if it is safe.
Working safe is a condition of employment.
Lead and expect safe behavior everywhere and every day.

District 1 has taken the first steps to practice and coach critical safe behavior with the Safety Leading Indicator
Metrics, (SLIM), program currently piloted at the Ft. Myers Operations Center. This program focuses on safe,
at-risk or unsafe behaviors allowing for recognition of safe behaviors and training opportunities for at-risk or
unsafe behaviors. This program is led by supervisors but every employee is encouraged to observe their coworkers
and provide feedback if at-risk or unsafe behaviors are observed. Caring for each other as well as yourself fosters
respect and commitment to mutual responsibility. Prepare each day to live injury and incident free.
To get ready, think through the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How is my health?
Am I doing everything I can to improve my health or stay healthy?
What are my job tasks?
Have I conducted pre-task safety planning?
Do I have the physical ability to complete the task?
Do I have the appropriate resources and equipment?
Do I have the training and expertise?
Is my supervisor in the loop or available?
Have I prepared for climate conditions, availability of breaks, hydration and nutrition?
Have I done all that I can to make sure I and my coworkers are going home safe today?

NO EXCUSES, BE PROUD, BE PROACTIVE, BE SAFE.

TRUCKING SEMINAR A HUGE SUCCESS!!

District One Freight & Logistics Update
By Keith Robbins, District Freight Coordinator

Hello, District One! I hope everyone had
a good time and learned a lot at the
trucking seminar in April at Bartow Airbase!
We had over 135 attendees from District One,
D5, and consultants! We received tons of positive
feedback from both presenters and attendees.
Some of that feedback is already being used to set up follow up meetings on specific issues to get into the
details and see if we can work out potential solutions. This effort will involve Design, Traffic Operations, and
Planning staff along with our industry partners. Thank you to Marina Gnjidic for the photos from the event!!

Quite a few folks took orientation rides with one or more of the
professional truck drivers available with their big rigs to see the road
from the driver’s perspective. Others hung around and had some
good conversations with drivers or the other trucking professionals
supporting the event including the Presidents of Oakley Transport and
Walpole, Inc. and the CEO of the Florida Trucking Association. It’s not
every day they get to speak with the professionals on our staff, so this
was a great information learning opportunity for both sides.

More materials and information on freight and logistics in District One can be found at
http://freightmovesflorida.com/local-regional-initiatives/dfc-interactive-map/district-1/.

GRADUATIONS!
Procurement’s very
own Caitlin Tanner
graduated from Polk
State College on May
3, with a Bachelor
of Applied Science
in Supervision and
Management with
a concentration in
Business Administration.

Kacie Royce , a
daughter of Michelle
Royce, – Graduated
from the University of
Florida Levin College
of Law on May 18,
with a Juris Doctorate
Degree.

Devin James Richardson
Class of 2018
Bartow High School
Campus. Parents: Rachel
(District Maintenance) and
Lee Richardson.

Alyssa Kane, a
daughter of Lynette
Kane, graduated
with her Master of
Science in Educational
Leadership from the
University of Tampa
on May 5.

Amanda Teets, a
daughter of Michael
“Scott” Teets, graduated
from LECOM (Lake Erie
Collage of Osteopathic
Medicine, Sarasota
Campus) with Doctorate
in Pharmacy. Michael
and his wife Denise are
very proud to have a
Doctor in the family.

Ben Guzman
graduated from
Summerlin Academy,
Bartow, Florida. He
will go to Polk State
and pursue a career in
Computer Science.
He would like to work
for SpaceX . Parents:
Karina Della Sera
(Drainage Design) and
Benjamin Guzman Sr.
(District 7).

SWIFT SUNGUIDE CENTER
BEAUTIFICATION PROJECT

before

The SWIFT SunGuide Center (Southwest
Area Office in Fort Myers) recently made
some landscaping improvements to the
front entry way. This change in landscaping
has enhanced the overall appearance of
the building. The old bushes began to die
and emit an interesting smell. This was
caused by water collecting due to a lack
of drainage. Part of the landscaping improvement included laying
rocks so water will no longer collect next to the building.
Now when the public visits the SWIFT SunGuide Center and media
interviews are conducted out front, with FHP and FDOT, there is
an aesthetically pleasing background.

after

IN HONOR OF CHRIS WILLIAMS
Chris

On Friday June 28th, FDOT
dedicated the first floor
conference room at SWAO to
Chris Williams, the former
District One Traffic Incident
Management Project Manager.
Chris, who passed away in
February, was a valuable and
beloved member of the District
One and SWAO family, and is
greatly missed.

CONGRATULATIONS!
Kaylene Johnson is our Innovator of the
Quarter for the fourth quarter of FY2017-2018.

CONGRATULATIONS
Steve!
Steve B. Logan, P.E. received
Florida PE certification on
January 1st of this year.

On May 16th Captain Innovator, congratulated Kaylene
Johnson for her innovative idea of “Group Marketing
Meetings for D/W Contracts”. Her idea was implemented
on 7/31/2017. Kaylene recognized that Consultant Project
Managers and TRC members were spending exorbitant
amounts of time attending multiple marketing meetings
to acquire new consultants for District wide contracts.
The large number of meetings were previously scheduled
individually over the course of several weeks requiring
excessive amounts of time from both the PM’s and TRC
members and drawing them away from their current
projects. The meetings also required the PM’s to provide
repetitive information. Kaylene recommended that
the PM’s/TRC Members provide one large 15-minute
presentation to the all the interested firms at once. This
would allow them to provide each firm with the same
minimum required information and eliminate redundancy.
Second, she allowed the firms to set up a 15-minute oneon-one time that same day to allow them their maximum
30-minutes if desired. This process proved to be more
efficient for all parties involved and saved TRC members
valuable hours. The new process was trialed in July of 2017
and has become the new standard for future District-wide
contracts. Kaylene went above and beyond her duties
to develope this process and exceeded supervisor and
Department expectations to make her idea a reality.

CONGRATULATIONS TO All “SPOTLIGHT” EMPLOYEES
Jennifer Lake & Jennifer Marshall

CONGRATULATIONS
EMPLOYEES OF THE MONTH
APRIL

District: Jennifer Marshall
Transportation Development:
Rebecca Cason, Joe Was,
Randy Stoddard, Renee’ Hailey
Transportation Operations:
Freddie Hankerson, Todd Moses,
Mark Saint-Germain
Transportation Support:
Matthew Dudley

MAY

District: Jennifer Lake
Transportation Development:
Rebecca Cason, Andra Diggs
Transportation Operations:
Freddie Hankerson, John O’Brien,
Kirby Radford

JUNE

District: Andra Diggs
Transportation Development:
Rebecca Cason, Julia Godwin,
Andra Diggs
Transportation Operations:
Josh Joyner

EMPLOYEES SERVICE MILEPOSTS 2018
(APRIL, MAY, JUNE)
30 Years
Charles Townsend

Th is
quarter’s
mile post
anniversaries
represent

25 Years
Lisa Sheets

years of
combined
employee
service!

20 Years
Shirley McCrary
Freddie Hankerson
Jennifer Perry

Lori Albritton
Quan Yang Yao
Gregory Bowne

15 Years
John Anderson
Carl Harman

Kellie Spurgeon

10 Years
Duane Cadieu
David Jones

Liivi Yeomans
Marlena Gore

5 Years
Jamie Reyes
Katie Sherrard

James Maddox

Brandy Lancaster

CREATING SAFE WILDLIFE CORRIDORS UNDERNEATH 1-4
Johnson Engineering has a long history with FDOT District One, and one of our latest
projects is using remote cameras to determine optimal bridge design for use by large mammals.
Johnson Engineering wildlife biologist, Dr. Jennifer “Jen” Korn, brings her years of experience
working with the endangered Florida panther and remote camera trapping to take the lead on
the project. Jen is placing cameras under bridges and wildlife crossings from I-4 to Alligator
Alley to monitor for use by Florida panther, Florida black bear, white-tailed deer, and other
species that cover large distances and rely on wildlife corridors. While sixty wildlife crossings
exist in Florida, new crossings can be costly and difficult to engineer around private lands. A
more cost-effective alternative is to retrofit existing bridges. One bridge where this might be
possible is on I-4 at Reedy Creek, less than five miles from the bustling attractions of Orlando.
The Florida Wildlife Corridor organization is a group that brings awareness to the need to
connect and preserve the Florida Wildlife Corridor – a statewide network of lands and waters
that supports wildlife and people. The Florida Wildlife Corridor Expedition team, Carlton
Ward, Jr., Mallory Lykes Dimmit, and Joe Guthrie, took on the Heartland to Headwaters:
Corridor at the Crossroads trek to highlight the diminishing connection between the Green
Swamp north of the I-4 to the Everglades Headwaters to the south.
On a hot and sunny afternoon in April 2018, Jen met the team and the film crew from Grizzly
Creek Films, alongside busy I-4. Under the bridge, the temperature dropped a few degrees, but
the din of the cars above was amplified. Expedition team members arrived by canoe from Reedy
Creek and remarked that just a few hundred feet from arriving it felt like a different world. They
all crowded around Jen’s laptop screen to see what had passed by the cameras. Many of the usual
suspects like raccoon and otter appeared, but then excitingly, a bobcat appeared on screen.
Even though bobcats are smaller in size and area traveled, if they will use a crossing, there is the
potential that a panther or bear could too.

The Florida Wildlife Corridor Expedition team,
Carlton Ward, Jr., Mallory Lykes Dimmit, and Joe
Guthrie gather around Johnson Engineering’s Dr.
Jennifer Korn’s laptop to see what has appeared
on the wildlife camera.

A bobcat was captured on the wildlife camera
crossing under the 1-4 at Reedy Creek.

The Reedy Creek bridge was built simply to allow Reedy Creek to flow under I-4, however was
not built with wildlife in mind. Brent Setchell, with FDOT District One, has visions for many
of the bridges in his District and across Florida. Inexpensive options exist to retrofit bridges to
be more wildlife-friendly. A notable example is the bridge over the C-1 Canal on SR 80 east of
LaBelle. In 2014, FDOT added ledges on both sides, and fencing for approximately 1 km along
the highway. Jen has monitored that bridge with cameras since construction was completed,
Panthers are regularly recorded on wildlife cameras
and she regularly records panther use. Would similar changes at places like Reedy Creek finally
using the C-1 Canal wildlife crossing in LaBelle.
entice a panther or a bear to cross there? While there are not many panthers north of the
Caloosahatchee River, occasionally males do get as far as I-4, and a few have crossed. Two male panthers have come close, yet sadly
met their demise trying to cross I-4 less than a quarter mile from the Reedy Creek bridge.
This collaborative effort between FDOT and Johnson Engineering will continue to assess bridges and crossings for potential future
retrofitting, which will aid in creating or maintaining crucial corridors for Florida wildlife like panthers and bears. Safe wildlife
crossings also increase public safety by reducing vehicle impacts with wildlife.
For more information, contact Jen Korn, at 817.829.0453 or jmk@johnsoneng.com.

The expedition team paddles Reedy Creek beneath I-4.
[Photo by Alexandra Morrison]

LET’S WELCOME OUR
NEW EMPLOYEES TO DISTRICT ONE

Katherine Sampson
PE Trainee

Lauren Peters
Environmental Management
Office

Wade Curles
Heartland Operations

Charles Bryant
Bartow Operations

Timothy Wemp
Heartland Operations

Phillip Mautz
Heartland Operations

WELCOME TO
DISTRICT ONE!
Wayne Gaither
Southwest Area Office

William “Billy” Whidden
PE Trainee

We hope you’re excited about the opportunities that await you and we wish you growth and success.
The Department employees welcome you, your new and innovative ideas and trust you already feel
welcomed by your new friends and coworkers.
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR NEW CAREER PATH, WE WISH YOU A HAPPY AND LONG-TERM STAY.

FDOT’S WILDFLOWERS
If you drove along State Road 739/Michael G. Rippe Parkway recently,
you may have noticed the pink, red, and white, Phlox drummondii
(Mixed) and Coreopsis lanceolata wildflowers within the median.
As part of FDOT’s Wildflower Program, a team from the Fort Myers
Operation Center’s In-House Field Crew came up with a plan to
develop and establish the wildflowers in an area not populated with
invasive species. The first herbicide treatment was conducted in
November 2017 and followed up with a second treatment. The day
before the seeds were planted, all dead vegetation was mowed, and
the seeds were watered daily until the rainy season kicked in. Seven
months later, the wildflowers have established themselves and are in
full bloom.
The purpose of the FDOT’s Wildflower Program is to develop and
implement integrated vegetation management practices on roadsides
and other rights-of-way, which reduces mowing and benefits
pollinators, while at the same time maintaining safe, cost effective, and
efficient transportation corridors. It also reinforces the importance
on preserving naturally occurring wildflowers and native plant
communities on Florida’s 12,000+ miles of state-maintained roads.

THE TEAM FROM THE FORT MYERS OPERATION CENTER’S IN-HOUSE FIELD CREW
Phillip Roberts (top row), Jim Driscoll, Troy Dennis, Delroy Howell, James Deemer, and Timmy McCarley
(bottom row left to right), Leonard Hilt (not pictured)

Important Links:

Congratulations to
our first quarter
award recipients

2018 Image Contest
D1 Roadmap to Success

Bartow Operations:
Pebbles Womble
Sebring Operations:
Brent Unger
William Peterson
Johnny Perry
Bill Shuping
Chris Hiehle
Clint Mingus
Abraham Castillo
Deborah (Kay Howell)
Arcadia Operations:
Bobby Carroll
Thomas Gibson
Donna Carver
Samantha Roan
LaBelle Operations:
Marilu Garza Rodriguez
John Anderson
Manatee Operations:
Lori Weakley
Ft. Myers – District
Maintenance Employee:
Brian Bird
District Office:
ROW
Jesse Moss
Christy Dunn
Procurement
Kadeazia Richardson
Belinda Thomas
John Albers
ISD
Chris Simpron

Nomination Portal
D1 Culture Club Homepage

Happenings
First, I would like to say thank you to everyone
who participated in our Roadmap to Success
Awards. As you can see to the left, there were
a lot of Award Recipients. We’re not done yet,
we are selecting 25 nominees each quarter to
receive the award.

So, please continue

As you may or may not know, Sondra Cason

nominating your co-workers.

(me) is our receptionist located at the desk in

Next, we will be having bi-monthly games or

the Lobby of the District 1 Headquarters. I am

competitions, like the Scavenger Hunt going

usually our first line of contact when it comes

on right now. Check our homepage for future

to people walking through the front doors or

tournaments.
Please click the link above to enter our Image
Contest.

We are looking for pictures that

reflect any aspect of the District’s Roadmap to

calling to find information.
Something you may not know about me
though is that I have my eyes and ears open
for benefits/shortcuts that the District offers or
that local businesses offer State employees.

Success. Everyday we are surrounded by the

First and foremost, always ask a business if

beautiful landscape that is Florida. If you are

they give discounts for State employees.

out and see something echoing this, please

Here is a list of some services that give known

snap a picture and turn it into our contest.

discounts to State employees:

This is only a portion of what we are doing to

•

even after you retire, you can

show how special the District 1 Employee
Team is. Please go to our sharepoint site to
look at more of our ‘products’ (link above).

T-Mobile and Verizon (with Verizon,
continue to receive a discount).

•

Need a rental? Avis and Enterprise
provide the State employees a
discount.

With Regards,

Until next time.

FDOT District One - Bartow was proclaimed the First District
Employer Site to receive the 2018 Best Work Places for Commuters
National Awards Designation and Outstanding Partner Award!

Congratulations District Secretary L.K. Nandam!

During the Month of April and May ceremonial presentations were
made to the Board of County Commissioners in Polk, Sarasota, Lee,
Collier, and Charlotte Counties. In partnership with Commuter
Services’ FDOT District One Program, twenty one exemplary employer
partners were awarded for their efforts in shifting commuters drivealone habits by offering a variety of commuter benefits. The awards
were presented to organizations meeting a number of regional
criteria. Commuter Services’ partners reaching Gold Level status have
demonstrated a commitment to marketing, outreach and program
development efforts. This includes participating in numerous outreach
or transportation events and campaigns, offering incentives like
preferred parking, free transit subsidies, carpools, vanpools, shuttles,
transit pretax deductions, park and rides, car charging stations, bike
racks/showers, emergency ride home, alternative work schedules,
and teleworking, along with promoting employee participation. Best
Work Places for Commuters (BWC) provides national recognition and
an elite designation for offering outstanding commuter benefits. The
Best Workplaces for Commuters program is managed by the Center
for Urban Transportation Research at the University of South Florida
with support from the National Center for Transit Research.
BWC partners: http://www.bestworkplaces.org/
FDOT District One - Bartow was recognized as the FIRST Department of Transportation Employer Site to receive
this outstanding commuter recognition by leading by example with commuter benefits for
their employees. Commuter Services FDOT District One also received top honors for
Employer Recruitment and Retention of Best Workplaces in Florida at the Florida
Commuter Choice Summit in Tallahassee on May 7-9. The Summit is an annual event that
includes innovative presentations on Transportation Demand Management topics and
updates from the commuter assistance programs in the seven FDOT districts.
Register with the FDOT Commuter Services Program today to learn about other
commute options besides driving alone, such as carpooling, transit, biking and walking. Registered employees
will also qualify for the Emergency Ride Home Program. For program information visit:
www.CommuterServicesFL.com or give us a call 866.585.7433. To reward FDOT carpoolers, we have
designated prime locations, for carpool parking only. Carpools of two employees or more may park in the
designated spots, but you must display a Commuter Services’ carpool parking hang tag. Spaces are available
on a first-come, first-served basis view FDOT facility parking rules and registration for spaces.

